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Another lie the jews rant and rave about is how Satan was some sort of egotistic, egomaniac entity, that wanted all the glory for himself or something. They blame the Pagan Gods which were in the hundreds and shared the kingdoms of the earth in peace, for being somehow 'egotistic'.

Their whole writings aimed at the goyim, are all about 'leaving ego behind'. Satan they call evil for having "pride" or something and basically rising against the egomaniac entity they call "God". The White Race and any people with a sense of self at large they call an "EGO" in many of their writings, and they relate their war against this "EGO" of humanity. "EGO" has to be crushed. Amalek is directly associated with having a Ego, and every race that manifests that is to be crushed, especially if this has to do with retribution against jews [1]

Jews rant and rave, Gentiles having an Ego is their greatest problem, while the Ego of jews is the object of all their 'striving', and correcting it. Who would want their enemies to have an Ego? Ego brings resistance and justice for the jews and their crimes. Without an 'Ego', people are left to do injustice as they see fit. There is no revenge at all. No consequence for jews. The jews can be egomaniacs and sick without any consequence. The dream of every bastardized reptilian, come true, is an egoless cattle, so they can be egomaniac enough to abuse everyone eternally.

Rabbi Ariel Tzadok in one of his writings (he appears in Ancient Aliens, blaming Satan of being a reptilian, typical reverse blame-shifting for his race as usual), writes about how the fools who play with the 6th chakra and the Crown are "Neutralized" because of their spiritual doctrines. In other words, the foolish new agers and many others who meditate in what the jews call the higher triangle, the chakras on the head, are neutralized into the ego-pacifistic crap, and they are never able to react or even see the jews. In fact, they are the most retarded of all, as they are reaching a higher spiritual level only to abolish their ego. [4]

The jews have authored the practice of ego-destruction, for others. Because their own faith is all about developing the self and reaching Tikkun which is something like a reptilian and low grade version of the Godhead. [2]

Obviously the will of nature is for beings, as they advance, to have a sense of self and an ego. Not the negative and rotting type, but in the higher sense that is capable of also altruism and the ability to transcend any retarded poison. Acting like a retard or an egomaniac has more in common with the lowest of germs, than it has to do with having an actual 'ego'. 
As Rav Laitman admits the EGO of the inhabitants of the earth has to be crushed so that the jews as a secret agent can take over the 'large ego'. There must be no personality, not any defense, and no objections- only cattle that allow themselves to be raped, looted and pillaged. [3]

We know this has nothing to do with 'god' as a force per se... They literally put human emotions of this, such as jealousy and so forth, these are characteristics of living entities or egregores at best.

Behind this mask of "God" or "JHVH", there is more. It's only a mask for aliens that seek to make humans a hive mind and servile for all eternity. The jews are into this objective and they are servile towards this thing. JHVH and all the angelic 'host' are recognized in deep kosher Judaism not as concepts... but as ALIENS. [4]

These aliens are also called the BIG BROTHER, and the NEW WORLD ORDER in literal reality, by the Rabbi Ariel Tzadok who is a high profile Kosher Rabbi. He also admits these aliens are the ones who try to run the jewish world order, and preaches people have to literally sit and take it finally. Ie, one of the most serious type of Rabbis and the most learned. Because he admitted this, other Rabbis from Israel immediately got on him... [5]

Guys like Laitman and Tzadok who are of the most legit kabbalah sources have ruined their own by admitting their own inner insanity publicly, in order to attract jews into their fold who have deserted. Long story short, this is a disaster for them too though.

But let's look what the jews themselves admit for their so called 'god' and what kind of a diseased, morbid egotistical idiot it is. Remember so, that they represent this 'god' here.

"He does not appear greedy, nor haughty, but an egotist nonetheless. If there are opinions in the world other than his, then people are disregarding him. If something occurs not to his liking, it is a conspiracy against him. Whatever G-d does in His world is either his reward or his punishment. All things are given meaning only as they relate to his self. He does not know of a world without him.

So we tell him [the follower of the above god]: The first step in moving forward is to leave yourself behind."

-Maamar Heichaltzu 5659; Hayom Yom, 10 Tevet; Torat Menachem, vol. 11, p. 68. [6]
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